Hi
You may be wondering what you will get in return for participating in the MPV Fees
Survey. I have knocked up a quick sample or two to help you understand the value
that this survey offers.
Just a few FAQ’s first:
1. How popular is this survey?
Answer: Every year we have over 200 practices participating in this survey
and most years over 300 practices. So it is pretty popular.
2. How many fees are surveys?
Answer: There are usually about 140 common fees that are surveyed each
year. This includes both small animal, mixed practice and equine questions
3. What about special fee groups like neuters, pathology fees, SR12
injections and so forth?
Answer: Every year the MPV Fees Survey features a specialty area in which
we absolutely drill down into the group in depth for a totally comprehensive
analysis. For example in 2016 we examined neutering small animals in detail.
In 2015 we analysed pathology fees comprehensively.
4. I am a small animal only practice, do I have to look at mixed practice if it
is irrelevant to me?
Answer: No – if you are small animal you will only see results from small
animal practices. Our system recognizes your profile so you won’t have to
wade through lots of irrelevant information. If you operate a mixed practice you
can see the lot!
5. How do I know I am comparing to similar practices?
Answer: You choose your peer profile groups so you can see exactly what
similar practices are doing. You can change this at any time in the MPV YOUR
Portal.
6. Does the MPV survey offer additional help in setting fees?
Answer: We sure do! Once you have participated in the MPV Fees Survey you
can also request the MPV Fees Positioning Guide. Basically the MPV Fees
Survey is great to let you know where you currently stand and the MPV Fees
Positioning Guide is ideal for helping decide where you would like to be after
the survey is complete.
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